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This list of topics is meant to be a starting place.
I'm also happy to work with your group to develop unique classes that meet your needs.

Fiber + Twist = Yarn
Learn to spin your own yarn—it' s pure magic!
We will try out different fiber types and
spinning styles in this fun and approachable
class, and you' ll leave ready to start your own
adventures spinning yarn for knitting, weaving,
or whatever else you want to make.
(Two two-hour sessions, or one full day.)

Tapestry: Color and Texture
Begin weaving and try out new ideas in this
popular craft as we make a small wall hanging.
Using a simple loom and basic weaving
structure, you can make all kinds of textures
and patterns, from elegant to funky. You' ll
leave with the skills you need to continue
exploring tapestry.
(Two three-hour sessions, or one full day.)

Natural Dyeing
Dip Your Toes into Natural Dye
Get an introduction to the alchemy of using
colors from nature as we dye wool and silk
yarns. We will use dyes from the kitchen, local
landscapes, and further abroad. We' ll cover
good techniques for preparing yarn, saving
dyestuffs, and extracting color. You' ll leave
with sample skeins in a few colors, and enough
knowledge to set off on your own natural dye
adventures!
(Six hours/one full day.)

Fold, Dip, Print:
Natural Dye on Fabric
Dive into the world of possibilities for using
natural dyes on fabric, including immersion
dyeing and screen printing. We’ll work
through all the steps together: preparing
fabrics and dyestuffs, making dye pastes,
designing and cutting stencils, and screen
printing. You will leave this course with all
the skills needed to prepare, dye, and screen
print on any natural fiber fabric, using any
natural dyes you can find.
(24 hours/four full days. Shorter workshops
covering part of this material are also
possible.)

Sewing & Mending
A Place to Begin Stitching
Begin a practice of hand sewing, while making a
super useful kit to keep your all of your sewing
tools in. We' ll learn a variety of stitches and
skills for constructing with fabric using a needle
and thread. You' ll leave ready to take these skills
into making and mending all kinds of things in
your wardrobe and home.
(Six hours/one full day.)

Modern FreeForm Embroidery
Sample different techniques and materials, and
learn tips for embroidering on knitting, weaving,
felting—or anything else you want to stitch on!
You’ll leave with plenty of ideas and techniques
to help you add unique decorative stitching to
your next project.
(Three hours.)

Creative Mending
Bring anything and everything made of fabric
that you would like to fix, and learn a variety
of techniques for visible and invisible mending.
We' ll cover the structure of fabric, patching,
darning, and tips for hand and machine
stitching to tackle everything in your mending
pile.
(Six to twelve hours/one to two full days.)

Hello Sewing Machine
Get comfortable with your sewing machine
and all its functions, while making some fun
drawstring bags. We' ll cover everything you
need to know to continue on with the projects
you choose.
(Three hours.)

Felting

Two of these basic felting classes can easily be combined into a full-day workshop, or all three plus some time to
play make a great two-day workshop.

Get Your Feet Wet Felting
Experience the transformation of soft fluffy
wool into thick sturdy fabric, using nothing
more than than water, a little soap, and a lot of
elbow grease. We' ll make coasters and
experiment with designs using colorful wool.
(Two hours.)

Wet Felt Flowers
Make colorful, moldable flowers from wool.
We' ll learn about how to attach different
shapes and components together, and shape
wool almost like clay as it felts.
(Two hours.)

Seamless 3D Felting
Make a sturdy seamless vessel from soft wool,
without any knitting or stitching. We' ll use
resists and wet-felting techniques to create a
small bowl, shaped as you like. You' ll learn the
skills needed to make bigger projects like
slippers or a hat.
(Three hours.)

Layers in 3D Felt
Explore possibilities beyond the basics of
seamless wet felting. Learn to add elements like
straps, handles, and pockets that flow into your
piece, and create vessels with integrated yet
distinct layers. You will leave this class able to
make whatever shapes you can imagine in felt.
(Twelve hours/two full days.)

Knitting

I designed these three beginner classes as a series to build skills:

101: Washcloth
Start from the very beginning, or recover
knitting skills from your distant past. We' ll
learn how to begin, the two basic stitches, and
how to end your work.
(Two two-hour sessions.)

102: Hat
Learn to knit in the round, decrease, and adjust
style and size as we make a cute hat for
yourself or a little person you know.
(Two two-hour sessions.)

103: Mitts
Build your skills to include shaping and adding
elements like a separate thumb. This class is
also a great starting point if you want to knit
socks.
(Three two-hour sessions.)

I' m also very happy to teach more advanced knitting topics like lace, cables, making socks, and:

Knit Like Your GreatGrandmother
Return to knitting with a confident understanding of how the
craft works, and an ability to imagine new possibilities, the way
our fore-mothers did. We' ll explore the structure of knitted
fabric, yarn types and fibers, and the building blocks of
garments. You' ll leave with the skills to understand and change
pattern directionsr, alter patterns to fit, and start designing your
own knitted items.
(Six hours/one full day.)

